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18-piece Meissen Tea and Coffee Service 
In its original suitcase

Painted by Anna Elisabeth Wald, née Auffenwerth 
With polychrome Chinoiseries

The only completely preserved service with polychrome Auffenwerth 
chinoiseries. Böttger porcelain before and after the introduction of the swords 

mark around 1723 /24; the painting ca. 1730.
With the mirror monogram of Anna Elisabeth Wald: "EAW" within the painting

Provenance 
The Pauls-Eisenbeiss Collection, Riehen (Cat. 1972 Vol. I pp. 384, 385)

Elfriede Langeloh (publication 2010)
German Private Collection

Published in ‘Meissner Porzellan bemalt in Augsburg, 1718 bis um 1750.’ 
Vol I: Goldmalereien und bunte Chinoiserien. Braunschweig 1971 fig. 381
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1. Coffee pot
 Height: 19,7 cm / 16 cm (without lid)
 Böttger porcelain, underglazed blue, early swords mark, no incised marks.
 Illustrated in Ducret I fig. 382
2.  Tea pot
 Height: 14,1 cm / 9,7 cm (without lid)
 No swords mark, no incised mark
 Illustrated in Ducret I colour plate X after p. 36
3.  Bowl
 Ø 16,8 – 17,4 cm / Height: 7,6 – 8 cm
 No swords mark, no incised mark
 Illustrated in Ducret I fig. 384
4.  Tea caddy
 Height: 11,6 cm / 10 cm (without lid)
 No swords mark, no incised mark
 Colour illustration frontispiece in Keramos 50 / 1970 p. 3
5.  Milk pot
 Height: 13.9 cm / 10.5 cm (without lid)
 No sword mark, no incised mark
 Illustrated in Ducret I fig. 383
6.  Sugar box
 Height: 7,9 cm
 Early underglaze blue swords mark with knobs, no incised mark
 Illustrated in Ducret I colour illustration V after p. 10
7. - 12. Six beakers with large saucers
   Beakers: All with early, small underglaze blue swords marks with 

knobs, no incised marks 
Height: 7.2 - 7.4 cm / Ø 7.4 - 7.5 cm 
One cup illustrated in Pauls-Eisenbeiss p. 387 
Saucers: Ø 13.4 cm / Height: 2,6 – 2,8 cm 
No sword mark, no incised mark 
Illustrated in Ducret I colour illustration IX after p. 32

13. - 18.   Six cups with saucers 
Cups: Five pieces with underglaze blue sword mark and with Dallwitz’s 
nail, two of them with large swords marks with knobs, one cup without 
marks, Height: 4,2 – 4,6 cm

   Saucers: Ø 12,5 – 12,7 cm 
Two saucers with little underglaze blue swords marks 
Illustrated in Ducret I fig. 385

Six gilt silver spoons by Elias Adam with “EA” mark, Augsburg 1731 – 33
Dimensions of the suitcase: 62 cm wide, 46 cm deep, 21.4 cm high
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In our publication on the travel service from 2010 (PDF attached), we 
left open the question of which of the two Auffenwerth daughters, 
Anna Elisabeth Wald or Sabina Hosennestel, is the painter of the 
service (p. 8), but finally with a preference for Anna Elisabeth. In the 
meantime, we have found a coffee pot signed by Anna Elisabeth Wald, 
which Caviglia offered at TEFAF 1996. This gave us a clear answer to 
this question. Caviglia’s pot matches our coffee pot from the travel 
service as closely as possible:

– in the size 20 cm
– in the shape
– in the painting with the polychrome Chinese scenes à la Höroldt
– in the painting style
– in the colour palette
– in the decorative scheme
– in the golden arrowheads and dot rows below the rim of the pot
–  in the carefully executed gold bordures, which are inspired by Meissen 

(Funcke)
–  in the design of the spout and the finely painted back of the handle
–  in the unusual ornamental work underneath the green bottom band

Left: the coffee pot from Caviglia, right: the coffee pot from our travel service.
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The painting on both pots was undoubtedly done by the same painter, 
Anna Elisabeth Wald, née Auffenwerth, as the mirror monogram 
“EAW” on the Caviglia pot, inserted into the lower decorative band, 
shows.

Anna Elisabeth soon used this type of signature in another service, of 
which two saucers are known. In these porcelains, the mirror mono-
gram is clearly visible in the crown of the cartouche:

– Stadtmuseum Augsburg
(Clarke in Keramos 60 / 1973 p. 32 fig. 12 and Ducret I fig. 380)

– Landesmuseum Stuttgart (Ducret I fig. 379)

Left : Detail of Caviglia’s coff ee pot with the mirror monogram inserted into the lower ornamental band. 
Middle: The mirror monogram graphically abstracted. Right: The letters “E A W” highlighted.

Left : A cup with a saucer with a similar mirror monogram of Anna Elisabeth in the upper part of 
the cartouche, Stadtmuseum Augsburg. Right: Enlargement of the mirror monogram
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In view of the striking similarities and the explicit reference in the 
Caviglia expertise to our Travel Service, we have re-examined the 
very similar or even identical ornamental bands on our porcelains. 
We can see that Anna Elisabeth monogrammed various porcelains of 
our service in exactly the same way:

A total of five porcelains with the “EAW” mirror monogram were 
known so far.

–  2 cups with saucers from the same service with golden mirror 
monograms on the undersides of the saucers:

 – Eremitage St. Petersburg (cat. 2007 no. 15)
 – Elfriede Langeloh (see figs below)  
  = Ducret I fig. 349 p. 76 
  = Clarke in Keramos 60/1973 fig. 6

–  3 porcelains in which the mirror monogram of Anna Elisabeth is 
inserted into the painting:

 – The two above-mentioned in Augsburg and Stuttgart
 – The Caviglia coffee pot also mentioned above, TEFAF 1996

Left: Saucer from our travel service. Middle: Enlargement of the mirror monogram inserted into 
the lower ornamental band. Right: The mirror monogram abstracted
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The central motif of all mirror monograms stands for “A W”, with the 
lower end of the “A” uniting with the top of the “W” (Clarke in Keramos loc. 
cit. p. 27). It is framed in each case by the “E” for “Elisabeth” or the “S” 
for Sabina.

The “AW” is to be read as “Auffen” and “Werth”. It was probably the 
workshop mark of the Auffenwerth family. It should be noted that 
the spelling of the name in the church register on the occasion of the 
father’s marriage on 6.7.1693 was “Johannes Auffn Werth”. The father 
of Elisabeth and Sabina signed his porcelains with “IAW” (Ducret I fig. 374 
and Keramos 50 / 1970 figs. 11 ,12).

Sabina Auffenwerth used the same central mark until her marriage to 
Isaac Hosennestel, only with the addition of the “S”.

Anna Elisabeth, on the other hand, continued to use the mark even 
after her marriage to Jacob Wald on 18.5.1722, as the later mono-
graphed pieces show. In her case, the “A” could be read as “Auffen” as 
well as “Anna”. Just as the “W” could be read as “Werth” or “Wald”. 
This ambiguity certainly encouraged her to continue using the mark.

With the knowledge derived from the Caviglia coffee pot in compari-
son to our service, we believe that the discussion between Ducret 
and Clarke about the painter of the travel service is over in favour of 
Elisabeth.

The travel service is the highlight within the large oeuvre of Anna 
Elisabeth Wald, née Auffenwerth. Her domain was the colourful 
chinoiseries in the Höroldt style.

The Auffenwerth workshop, which was independent of the Meissen 
manufactory and not bound by contracts for work (like Seuter),  
copied Höroldt's recipe for success and was able to turn it into its own 
business model. Anna Elisabeth certainly did not achieve the vari-
ety, esprit and ingenuity, nor the brilliance of the colours of Höroldt 
and his workshop. However, she has understood — and this is her 
strength and uniqueness — to condense the chinoiserie scenes à la 
Höroldt in the smallest of spaces and to merge them into an extraordi-
narily splendid, highly decorative unity that is without equal. 
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With the service fitted into a suitcase in the closest possible space, she 
has further intensified this effect and raised it to a new level of qual-
ity. The travel service in the original suitcase is a presentation and 
showpiece of the very highest order — a magnificent attribute of the 
splendour and dignity of its owner.
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